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Jurnal The Messenger <jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id> Fri, Jul 10, 2020 at 12:11 PM
To: Imron Rosidi <imronrosidi@gmail.com>

Dear Mr. Imron Rosidi:

We have reached a decision regarding your paper submission to [Jurnal The Messenger], “Negoitating
Representations of Korean TV Dramas among Indonesian Muslim Youth".
 
Our decision is: Revisions Required (first round review).
 
There are some notes of our review that you must immediately correct on your article:  
1. Immediately adjust your article with the latest template from [Jurnal The Messenger] (template file
attached on this email, the file title: 'Template [Jurnal The Messenger] (start from Vol 12, No 2 (2020),
July-December)') 

2. Information from our latest template in the abstract section: "The Abstract should be informative and
completely self-explanatory, provide a clear statement of the problem, explain the reason why this study
is important to do, novelty, explain the research method used, the proposed approach, point out
major findings and conclusions. The Abstract should be 151 to 200 words in length and in italicized
format." Please adjust your article with this information. 

3. Beri informasi terkait alasan ilmiah yang melatarbelakangi kenapa Anda wawancara ke-42 informan.
Alasan ilmiah ini harus disampaikan di bagian abstrak dan metode.

4. “The manuscript is written in Microsoft Word, single space, Times New Roman 12 pt, which can be
downloaded at the website: http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index. The main text
format consists of a flat left-right columns on A4 paper. The margin text from the left, right, top, bottom
3 cm; and total number of pages is 11-15. The terms in foreign languages are written italic. Authors are
suggested to present their articles in the section structure:
Introduction - Methods - Results - Discussion - Conclusion - Conflict of Interest - Acknowledgements -
References.” Please adjust your article with this information. 

5. Information from our latest template in the introduction section: "The introduction should provide a
clear background, a clear statement of the problem, explain the reason why this study is important to do,
the relevant literature on the subject, the proposed approach, and the new value of research
(novelty) which it is innovation, as well as the urgency. The research's state-of-the-art is necessary to be
explained within the introduction to show novelty and originality of the topic to be discussed and
presented. This section must present theories or concepts too (select ones in line with the focus of
analysis) and/or research type to be used." The initial paragraphs in the introduction section, should
directly explain these things (especially novelty of your research).

6. The paragraphs in the method section, only two until three paragraphs.
 
7. In the Methods section, there is no need to explain everything that is usually in the methods section of
the research report. Since this article is for a scientific journal, so this section focuses directly on what
methods are used; why you (what are the underlying reasons) using those methods; how to apply those
methods in your research; are there any modifications to the methods you developed in this study, from
the methods existing research?
 
8. The Results - Discussion section must be separated, please pay attention.

http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index
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9. The 'Results' section is a minimum of three pages, while the 'Discussion' section is a minimum of
two pages.
 
10. “Tables should be prepared using Microsoft Word Table function, select Insert>Table and follow the
instruction. Please do not separate cells into rows and columns by using tabs and spaces. Tables should
be clear and stand alone giving complete information although without text.” You need to display tables
in the article content about characteristics of your informants. Please check our template, how to create
and put tables in the article content.
 
11. “Graphs using Microsoft Excel program and figures using JPEG or PDF format. Symbols and
description of figure and graph should be defined in title. Figure and Graph must have good resolution.
Bar charts should be made minimum in 2-dimension in the simplest shading, not a solid or block
shading.” You need to display graphs/figures in the article content about Korean TV Drama. Please check
our template, how to create and put graphs/figures in the article content.
 
12. Reference writing and Citation must use Mendeley with APA Styles (Sixth or Seventh Edition). make
sure the metadata you entered into the Mendeley database is correct, so when you call the metadata, the
reference data that appears in the paper is also right.
 
13. Information from our latest template in the references section: “Minimum number of the priority
references is 30 (references published last 10 years, 100% from international journals).” Core references
must be at least 30 references from international journals. Since [Jurnal The Messenger] has been
indexed on ESCI--Web of Science, then these 30 core references must come from journals that have
been indexed on the Web of Science or Scopus. 

Authors must cite two online articles of Jurnal The Messenger’s Archive (http://journals.usm.ac.id/
index.php/the-messenger/issue/archive), so you can just look for 28 other core references. We
recommend the link (https://bit.ly/RekomendasiJTM30ReferensiWajib), if you are looking for core
references from journals indexed by Web of Science.
 
We also recommend the link (https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3315 
or https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3310), if you are looking for core references
from journals indexed by Scopus.

Please remember, each international journal (WoS indexed journal or Scopus indexed journal)
cited a maximum of three articles, with a maximum article publication duration of the last 10
years.

Then, what about your references that are already in the article content, but are not included in the core
reference categories? Please don't remove it, because that reference is included in the additional
reference.
 
We also attach Turnitin's checking results related to the similarity of your article, where your article
similarity rate is around 9% and this is accordance with our standards. For your information, the
article should be free of plagiarism and the similarity should be below 15% (checks will be done
using Turnitin).

Your team is required to send back the article that has been repaired to our email
(jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id), no later than July 22, 2020. Your article will be included in
round 2 review, after you correct the article.
 
There are other things we also need to convey, namely:

1. Author can accept financial administration sanctions, if 'Withdrawal of Manuscripts' (not
to submit a revising article), after the article has been reviewed/assessed by the Review Team of
[Jurnal The Messenger]. In addition, we are forced to enter the data in the 'Black List' of Journal
Writers. For more information about this, please visit: http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-

http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/issue/archive
https://bit.ly/RekomendasiJTM30ReferensiWajib
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3315
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3310
https://www.turnitin.com/
mailto:jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id
http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/about/editorialPolicies#custom-1
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messenger/about/editorialPolicies#custom-1 
 
2. Your article for projection Vol 12 No 2 2020 (Regular Issue), which we will publish at the end of
July 2020.

 
Such is the information from us, for your attention, we say thank you, Mr.
 
 
Best Regards,
Yuliyanto Budi Setiawan
Editor in Chief, Jurnal The Messenger
http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index
+6281326236186
yuli@usm.ac.id
 
 
NB:
Authors, the following two files (file attached): Copyright Transfer Agreement [Jurnal The
Messenger] & Authors' Statement of Originality [Jurnal The Messenger]--please fill in (manually
written), scanned and sent again (format: pdf) to our e-mail (jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id),
no later than July 22, 2020. The two files are related to your paper, thank you.
 

4 attachments

Template [Jurnal The Messenger] (start from Vol 12, No 2 (2020), July-December).docx 
95K

Negoitating Representations of Korean TV Dramas among Indonesian Muslim Youth.pdf 
2111K

Authors' Statement of Originality [Jurnal The Messenger].pdf 
268K

Copyright Transfer Agreement [Jurnal The Messenger].pdf 
285K

Imron Rosidi <imronrosidi@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 12, 2020 at 10:14 AM
To: Jurnal The Messenger <jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id>

Dear Editor, 
Please kindly find the attached documents for your perusal. They are 
my revised article, Copyright Transfer Agreement, and my Statement of 
Originality. 

Thank you, 
Regards, 
Imron 

On 7/10/20, Jurnal The Messenger <jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id> wrote: 
> Dear Mr. Imron Rosidi: 
> 
> 
> We have reached a decision regarding your paper submission to [Jurnal 
> The Messenger], 
> “*Negoitating Representations of Korean TV Dramas** among** Indonesian 
> Muslim Youth*". 
> 
> 
> 
> Our decision is: *Revisions Required (first round review).* 
> 
> 
> 

http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/about/editorialPolicies#custom-1
http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index
mailto:yuli@usm.ac.id
mailto:jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a50c2412f7&view=att&th=1733723146e79e33&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_kcfrevrt0&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a50c2412f7&view=att&th=1733723146e79e33&attid=0.2&disp=attd&realattid=f_kcfrf8111&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a50c2412f7&view=att&th=1733723146e79e33&attid=0.3&disp=attd&realattid=f_kcfrfnfj2&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a50c2412f7&view=att&th=1733723146e79e33&attid=0.4&disp=attd&realattid=f_kcfrfsy13&safe=1&zw
mailto:jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id
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> There are some notes of our review that you must immediately correct on 
> your article: 
> 1. Immediately adjust your article with the latest template from [Jurnal 
> The Messenger] (template file attached on this email, the file title: 
> 'Template [Jurnal The Messenger] (start from Vol 12, No 2 (2020), 
> July-December)') 
> 
> 2. Information from our latest template in the abstract section: "The 
> Abstract should be *informative and completely self-explanatory, provide a 
> clear statement of the problem, explain the reason why this study is 
> important to do, novelty, explain the research method used, the proposed 
> approach, point out major findings and conclusions.* *The Abstract should 
> be 151 to 200 words* in length and in italicized format." Please adjust 
> your article with this information. 
> 
> 3. Beri informasi terkait alasan ilmiah yang melatarbelakangi kenapa Anda 
> wawancara ke-42 informan. Alasan ilmiah ini harus disampaikan di bagian 
> abstrak dan metode. 
> 
> 
> 4. “The manuscript is written in Microsoft Word, single space, Times New 
> Roman 12 pt, which can be downloaded at the website: 
> http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index. The main text 
> format consists of a flat left-right columns on A4 paper. The margin text 
> from the left, right, top, bottom 3 cm; and *total number of pages is 
> 11-15* 
> *.* The terms in foreign languages are written italic. Authors are 
> suggested to present their articles in the section structure: 
> Introduction - Methods - Results - Discussion - Conclusion - Conflict 
> of Interest
> - Acknowledgements - References.” Please adjust your article with this 
> information. 
> 
> 5. Information from our latest template in the introduction section: "The 
> introduction should provide a clear background, a clear statement of the 
> problem, explain the reason why this study is important to do, the relevant 
> literature on the subject, the proposed approach, and the new value of 
> research (novelty) which it is innovation, as well as the urgency. The 
> research's state-of-the-art is necessary to be explained within the 
> introduction to show novelty and originality of the topic to be discussed 
> and presented. This section must present theories or concepts too (select 
> ones in line with the focus of analysis) and/or research type to be used." 
> *The 
> initial paragraphs in the introduction section, should directly explain 
> these things (especially novelty of your research).* 
> 
> 
> 6. *The paragraphs in the method section, only two until three paragraphs.* 
> 
> 
> 
> 7. In the Methods section, there is no need to explain everything that is 
> usually in the methods section of the research report. Since this article 
> is for a scientific journal, so this section focuses directly on what 
> methods are used; why you (what are the underlying reasons) using those 
> methods; how to apply those methods in your research; are there any 
> modifications to the methods you developed in this study, from the methods 
> existing research? 
> 
> 
> 
> 8. The Results - Discussion section must be separated, please pay 
> attention. 
> 
> 
> 
> 9. *The 'Results' section is a minimum of three pages, while the* 
> *'Discussion' 
> section is a minimum of two pages.* 

http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index
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> 
> 
> 
> 10. “Tables should be prepared using Microsoft Word Table function, select 
> Insert>Table and follow the instruction. Please do not separate cells into 
> rows and columns by using tabs and spaces. Tables should be clear and stand 
> alone giving complete information although without text.” *You need to 
> display tables in the article content about characteristics of your 
> informants*. Please check our template, how to create and put tables in the 
> article content. 
> 
> 
> 
> 11. “Graphs using Microsoft Excel program and figures using JPEG or PDF 
> format. Symbols and description of figure and graph should be defined in 
> title. Figure and Graph must have good resolution. Bar charts should be 
> made minimum in 2-dimension in the simplest shading, not a solid or block 
> shading.” *You need to display graphs/figures in the article content 
> about **Korean 
> TV Drama*. Please check our template, how to create and put graphs/figures 
> in the article content. 
> 
> 
> 
> 12. Reference writing and Citation must use Mendeley with APA Styles (Sixth 
> or 
> Seventh Edition). make sure the metadata you entered into the Mendeley 
> database 
> is correct, so when you call the metadata, the reference data that appears 
> in the paper is also right. 
> 
> 
> 
> 13. Information from our latest template in the references section: 
> “*Minimum 
> number of the **priority references is 30 (references published last 10 
> years, 100% from international journals)*.” Core references must be at 
> least 30 references from international journals. *Since [Jurnal The 
> Messenger] has been indexed on ESCI--Web of Science, then these 30 core 
> references must come from journals that have been indexed on the Web of 
> Science or Scopus.* 
> 
> *Authors must cite* *t**wo online articles* of Jurnal The Messenger’s 
> Archive (http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/issue/archive), 
> *so 
> you can just look for 28 other core references. *We recommend the link ( 
> https://bit.ly/RekomendasiJTM30ReferensiWajib), if you are looking for core 
> references from journals indexed by Web of Science. 
> 
> 
> 
> We also recommend the link ( 
> https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3315 or 
> https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3310), if you are 
> looking for core references from journals indexed by Scopus. 
> 
> 
> *Please remember, each international journal (WoS indexed journal or Scopus 
> indexed journal) cited a maximum of three articles, with a maximum article 
> publication duration of the last 10 years.* 
> 
> 
> Then, what about your references that are already in the article content, 
> but are not included in the core reference categories? *Please don't remove 
> it, because that reference is included in the additional reference.* 
> 
> 
> 
> *We also attach Turnitin's checking results related to the similarity of 

http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/issue/archive
https://bit.ly/RekomendasiJTM30ReferensiWajib
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3315
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3310
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> your article*, where your article similarity rate is around 9% and *this is 
> accordance with our standards*. For your information, the article should be 
> free of plagiarism and the similarity should be *below 15% (checks will be 
> done using **Turnitin* <https://www.turnitin.com/>*).* 
> 
> 
> Your team is required to send back the article that has been repaired *to 
> our email (jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id <jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id>), no 
> later than July 22, 2020.* Your article will be included in round 2 review, 
> after you correct the article. 
> 
> 
> 
> There are other things we also need to convey, namely: 
> 
> 1. *Author can accept financial administration sanctions, if 'Withdrawal of 
> Manuscripts' (not to submit a revising article),* after the article has 
> been reviewed/assessed by the Review Team of [Jurnal The Messenger]. In 
> addition, we are forced to enter the data in the *'Black List'* of Journal 
> Writers. For more information about this, please visit: 
> http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/about/editorialPolicies#custom-1 
> 
> 2. Your article for projection Vol 12 No 2 2020 (Regular Issue), which we 
> will publish at the end of July 2020. 
> 
> 
> 
> Such is the information from us, for your attention, we say thank you, Mr. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Best Regards, 
> 
> Yuliyanto Budi Setiawan 
> 
> Editor in Chief, Jurnal The Messenger 
> 
> http://journals.usm.ac.id/index.php/the-messenger/index 
> 
> +6281326236186 
> 
> yuli@usm.ac.id 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> *NB:* 
> 
> Authors, *the following two files (file attached): Copyright Transfer 
> Agreement [Jurnal The Messenger] & Authors' Statement of Originality 
> [Jurnal The Messenger]--please fill in (manually written), scanned and sent 
> again (format: pdf) to our e-mail (**jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id 
> <jurnalthemessenger@usm.ac.id>**), **no later than July 22, 2020**.* The 
[Quoted text hidden]
--  
Imron Rosidi, PhD 
Lecturer at State Islamic University of Sultan Syarif Kasim Riau, Indonesia 
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